Recommended Lane Closures
Two Lane Road with Flaggers and Temporary Portable Rumble Strips

Installation Recommendations

- Follow State DOT specifications and traffic control plans.
- Prior to assembly or installation, sweep areas clear of gravel and other debris that may cause strips to move.
- Prior to installation, set up “Rumble Strips Ahead” (or similar text) Warning Signs.
- At time of installation, space stripes on 6’ to 10’ centers.
- Like all temporary traffic control devices, RoadQuake rumble strips should be checked every few hours.

Adapted from MUTCD Fig. 6H-10
2009 Edition*

* Modified MUTCD Figure 6H-10 to include temporary rumble strip arrays and temporary “Rumble Strips Ahead” signs, which are highlighted in yellow. Neither the arrays or the signs appear on the original MUTCD drawing.